
The Eminence Bedroom
American Made by the Amish - Solid Wood Furniture

Drawers that are built to last. 
Dovetailed joints in our drawers ensure 
ultimate strength and longevity in 
every drawer you open.

Solid wood sides showcase the 
refreshing structure and strength of 
each Collection. Revel yourself in this 
powerful display of style and solid 
hardwood.

Our furniture’s proven strength is 
accomplished by our focused attention 
to structural details. Joints are secured 
by strong bonding agents and 
reinforced with covertly placed helix 
fasteners.

Made from the region’s finest solid 
hardwood. Our furniture has character, 
longevity, and presence that is 
engrained by America’s wonder-filled 
wildwoods.

Overlay Drawers are just another way 
to express our passion for perfection. 
Every drawer is carefully fitted to give 
you a smooth graceful welcome every 
time you enter it’s presence.

Our slat support on all queen and 
king size beds is always there. It gives 
strength where it’s needed most. In 
the middle of the center slat you’ll find 
a hearty hardwood leg to support the 
center of the mattress.

Our drawer boxes are strong and built 
to endure any challenge you throw at 
them. Each drawer box regardless of 
size will stand true to 200 pounds of 
live weight.

Our furniture is hand-sanded, stain is 
thoroughly kneaded into every grain. 
Following the stain, a sealer is applied 
and cured, then gently grazed with 
scu� ing pads to enhance the bonding 
of the final coat of varnish.
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Queen Sleigh Bed w/ Tall Footboard
Shown in Brown Maple with Golden Brown Stain
EMEO56QN · 65" x 93"

Queen Sleigh Bed w/ Short Footboard
Shown in Brown Maple with Antique Slate and Black Glaze
EMEO42QN · 65" x 93"

High Dresser
Shown in Brown Maple with Golden Brown Stain
MFEO66DR · 66"W x 223/8"D x 473/4"H

Shown Open
Above

Mirror
MFEO52MR
50"W x 36"H

Wardrobe w/ Rod & Shoe Shelf
Shown in Brown Maple with Antique Slate and Black Glaze
MFEO42WD · 411/2"W x 253/8"D x 751/4"H

Chest of Drawers
Shown in Brown Maple with Golden Brown Stain
MFEO40CH · 40"W x 223/8"D x 58"H

3 Drawer Nightstand
Shown in Brown Maple with Golden Brown Stain
MFEO026NS · 26"W x 193/8"D x 293/4"H

1 Drawer Nightstand
Shown in Brown Maple with Antique Slate and Black Glaze
MFEO024NS · 26"W x 193/8"D x 293/4"H

Knob

Millcraft Furniture is a solid hardwood bedroom furniture builder 
nestled in the hills of Holmes County, OH. It is home of the largest 
Amish community in the world.

In a modern world where culture is leaning harder and with a 
quickened pace towards a nameless mélange, this community holds 
fast and true to our time-honored tradition of value and distinction.

Dove tailed joiners, solid hardwood panels, and attention to detail are 
just a few chords that still ring true at Millcraft. Around here we live 
simply, and that simplicity requires hard work, sharpened senses, and 
a diligent eye for detail. Lest we forget...simple isn't always easy.

At Millcraft we have worked long and hard to accomplish a dream of 
ours. That dream is to build a company with value. Value that reflects 
our conviction and commitment to Jesus Christ. Value that expresses 
itself in the work of our hands. Value that will work for you and work 
for generations — yours and ours.

Thank you from the Miller family and the craftsmen at Millcraft for your 
interest in our furniture.

Miller Family Eminence Collection
H E R I TA G E  &  C O M M I T M E N T

E D I S O N  H A R D WA R E  C O L L E C T I O N

Full EMEO41FL 59”w x 90”L
Headboard 58”
Footboard 25”

Queen EMEO42QN 65”w x 96”L
Headboard 58”
Footboard 25”

King EMEO43KG 81”w x 96”L
Headboard 58”
Footboard 25”

Full EMEO55FL 59”w x 90”L
Headboard 58”
Footboard 32”

Queen EMEO56QN 65”w x 96”L
Headboard 58”
Footboard 32”

King EMEO57KG 81”w x 96”L
Headboard 58”
Footboard 32”


